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What Decopave touches becomes a masterpiece! The 
slogan fits the bill. In 2012, the South Korean company 
Decopave Co., Ltd. entered the Asian market as an abso-
lute newcomer to concrete block production. In 2018, the 
paving stone manufacturer had already fought its way into 
second place among the South Korean market leaders. 
Based in Busan, Korea’s second largest city, the company 
brought a breath of fresh air to the industry by manufac-
turing innovative, functional products making a name for 
itself in just nine years with excellent quality, original de-
sign, and advanced technology. Park Moon-suk, CEO of the 
company, befuddled the saturated South Korean market 
with his ideas. Decopave relied entirely on environmentally 
friendly products that have been certified and patented. 
The company has received multiple awards from the Korea 
Institute of Patent Information (KIPI) and is also certified by 
SBA, a business development institution for SMEs (Small 
and Medium-sized Enterprises), run by the Seoul metropol-
itan government.

Decopave and the affiliated Technology Research Institute 
attributed the success story in many ways to a close technical 
cooperation with well-known international partners. Thanks 
to cooperation with German and Japanese companies, mod-

ern technologies have been incorporated into the develop-
ment of new concrete products. When choosing the ideal 
concrete block production plant, Decopave also focused on 
well-known German manufacturers: With a high-tech block 
production plant from Masa GmbH and a chamber system 
from Rotho for hardening the concrete blocks, the produc-
tion of high-quality paving stones is running at full speed. It is 
also worth looking at the construction sites. Here, Decopave 
supports the laying work by introducing advanced paving 
equipment from overseas and is also promoting the training 
of effective laying techniques on site.

Like many other large cities, the South Korean capital Seoul 
fights against high levels of air pollution year after year. An-
other problem is the summer monsoon, which is responsible 
for torrential rains and floods within the city. The counterpoint 
to Seoul is only 50 km westwards: the “Smart City” Songdo, 
is a showcase project that attracted a lot of international at-
tention. The city, which is still very young, promises an envi-
ronmentally friendly, resource-saving, and safe coexistence 
with the help of modern technologies. Songdo also serves as 
a model for urban developers in the megacity of Seoul. The 
metropolis should be green, environmentally friendly, and 
full of life in the future. It takes many visionaries to master 

Innovation meets Leadership: 
German-South Korean 
cooperation is bearing fruit

Masa GmbH, 56626 Andernach, Germany

Decopave: The new plant in Danyang. “Smart City” Songdo: A showcase project that attracted a lot 
of international attention.
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this challenge. Mr. Park Moon-suk, CEO of Decopave, sees 
himself as a piece of the puzzle in this planning concept. Fol-
lowing an inner drive, he goes through the world with open 
eyes, recognizes problems, and strives for solutions: “What if 
the streets we walked on automatically clean our environment 
every day?”

It is therefore not surprising that Decopave is committed to 
being a specialist in urban water management. The company 
strives to deliver high quality concrete blocks and pavers with 
differentiated water permeability and non-slip properties. 
The Aqua Core Block developed for this purpose with a high 
degree of permeability has a very good drainage capacity, 
which allows rainwater to drain off in a short time. By absorb-
ing and distributing the water, road flooding is reduced. In 
addition, the underflow function of the paving stones contrib-
utes to the growth of nearby plants and minimizes the heat 
island effect.

By cooperating with a German company, Decopave em-
barked on another path towards the environmentally friendly 
capital. In 2018, an initial test area with paving stones was 
laid in Seoul, to which a special concrete additive was added 
during production. When exposed to light, a photocatalytic 
reaction is triggered on the paving stone surface, which con-
verts toxic nitrogen oxides (NOx) from the air into non-toxic 
nitrate. Mr. Park likes to compare the positive effect with ginko 
trees, which are traditionally planted in Seoul to improve air 
quality: “In relation to a paved area of 1 m², the air purifying 
power of our product can be compared to that of nine ginko 
trees. With the help of rain and the sun, the air can be cleaned 
even overnight. “

These products are manufactured in an automated produc-
tion facility in Danyang, around the clock.
The expansion of the production capacities should follow the 
European ideal. This is where the German company Masa 
came into play: The technical know-how and the wealth of 
experience in the construction of reliable and efficient con-
crete block making plants - as well as the comprehensive 
Masa Lifetime Service - convinced the delegation from Deco-
pave. After intensive preliminary discussions, the delegation 
who visited the site in Andernach, Germany at the beginning 
of 2019 finally got its own picture of the advantages of the 
latest Masa machine generation. During their visit, the Masa 
XL-R concrete block making machine was already pre-assem-
bled in the Andernach production halls and was subjected 
to the final functional tests for the upcoming Bauma 2019, 
the world’s leading trade fair. Mr. Park was impressed by the 
potential of the XL-R and symbolically sealed the partnership 
with Masa during Bauma in Munich. The features of the new 
machine presented there have now passed their practical test 
with flying colors after the entire production plant was com-
missioned.

The new Masa machine generation: XL-R

Compared to the classic Masa XL series, the new XL-R im-
presses with an even faster cycle time and upscale standard 
equipment. The XL-R 9.1 machine delivered to Decopave for 
the production of concrete blocks with and without a facemix 
layer is designed for a production pallet size of 1400 x 1100 
mm. The drive of the vibrators is amplitude controlled.

The synchronization of the right and left mould bearings, 
guided by four columns with a diameter of 120 mm, is im-
plemented using servo-hydraulics. The necessary working 
pressure is generated by two flow-controlled pumps with 
pressure accumulator support. The regulation takes place 
via servo valves placed close to the components. For each 
servo-axis (such as main mix concrete filling box, face mix 
concrete filling box), the optimal control variable is deter-
mined and controlled at all relevant positions by means of a 
position measuring system and pressure measurement. The 
high-quality control as well as short reaction times and over-
lapping movements lead to an optimization of the cycle time.
A repeatable and exact filling of the main- and face mix fill-
ing box is carried out by means of a laser level indicator. To 
simplify and speed up set-up times, the machine is equipped 
with a fully automatic mould change.

If the height of the filling unit needs to be adjusted, the XL-R 
also offers a convenient solution with the filling box being 
guided by continuous running rails. The rails are fixed to the 
compaction unit by means of magnetic clamping, that can be 
opened automatically. Therefore, manual loosening or tight-
ening is not necessary.

The freshly manufactured products are transferred dynami-
cally and quickly from the servo-controlled production pal-
let feed to the synchronized lowering device designed as a 
V-belt conveyor. From here the electrically controlled walking 
beam conveyor takes over the transport.

The Aqua Core Block: A high quality concrete block with  
differentiated water permeability and non-slip properties.
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The effective use of energy is very important to Masa. There-
fore, energy-efficient drive concepts are implemented in the 
XL-R, which are based on an intelligent converter network (vi-
brators, servo- production pallet feed, and lowering device 
with V-belt conveyor).

When designing the production plant, Decopave carefully 
considered the current and future markets and decided on 
some optional features when equipping the machine:

Magnetic compaction head lock

The magnetic compaction head lock for automatic, wear-free 
fixation of the upper part of the mould (compaction head) on 
the compaction head fastening plate for example, is of great 
advantage. In this variant, permanent magnets are used for 
the tensioning with the upper parts of the moulds instead of 
the standard compaction head lock with hydraulically oper-
ated locking wedges. These are briefly energized for mag-
netization and demagnetization. The magnets work without 
current during production and are almost maintenance-free.

Contactless sensors are mounted below the vibration table. 
If necessary, they are used to measure the amplitude of the 
vibration table during production. This allows the production 
process to be monitored and upcoming maintenance work 
to be planned better.

Hydraulic eccentric drive

At Decopave, the oscillating grate drive usually used in the 
main mix concrete filling box has been replaced by a hydrau-
lic eccentric drive. This eliminates the pressure peaks that 
arise when switching over a conventional hydraulic cylinder. 
The oscillating grate is driven by a hydraulic motor. This is 
regulated by a proportional valve, whereby the speed can be 
set variably. The rotary movement of the motor is converted 
into a linear movement due to an eccentric connection with 

a push rod, which moves the oscillating grate. The hub of the 
oscillating grate can be changed by replacing the eccentric.

Enlarged main mix concrete silo

In lieu of the standard main concrete silo, the Decopave ma-
chine has an enlarged main mix concrete silo (total volume 
approx. 1,700 l). The silo is equipped with two independently 
adjustable hydraulically driven silo flaps and a volumetric la-
ser-controlled level measurement device to monitor the silo 
level. Both silo flaps can work independently of each other 
to ensure constant filling of the filling box. The filling level 
is monitored by means of a laser level measurement in the 
filling box and the silo flaps are controlled accordingly. This 
equipment variant is particularly advantageous for tall prod-
ucts, as the filling is done in two places. In addition to the two 
mentioned concrete silo variants with one or two silo flaps, 
Masa also offers a filling via dosing belt, which can be an al-
ternative option for the production of high-quality multi-color 
products. The quantity of concrete to be poured is then de-
termined by volumetric dosing. In this way, only the concrete 
required per cycle is put into the filling box. By placing the 
concrete over the entire surface in the chamber of the filling 
box, the blending of the concrete is reduced, and the repro-
ducibility of the final product image is increased. In addition 
to the static loading of the chamber of the filling box, the 
filling of the main mix concrete filling box can also take place 
synchronously with the movement of the filling box, which 
leads to a reduction in the pouring cone.

Driven bottom plate

A driven bottom plate (optionally available) was used for the 
optimal feeding and distribution of colored face mix concrete 
in the filling box. This makes it possible to fill the mould only 
in the backward movement of the filling box. The bottom 
plate is opened and closed using a hydraulic cylinder. Addi-
tional mixing of the concrete in the mould by the movement 

The Masa concrete block making machine XL-R: During the 
world’s leading trade fair bauma 2019 in Munich, the part-
nership with Masa was symbolically sealed.

The new plant in Danyang is taking shape step by step.
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of the filling box is prevented and the reproducibility of the 
multi-colored product appearance is increased.

Automation and control concept

The uniform operation and visualization of the system com-
ponents is implemented using the “Factory Automation Sys-
tem Tool” developed by Masa. The latest Siemens CPU gen-
eration S7-1500 is coming into operation using the TIA portal, 
which enables the patency of automation software, hardware, 
and service. All areas of the system are controlled centrally, 
and the data is available from one point. Intuitively operable, 
the control enables simple communication with the system 
components and transparent visualization of the system data. 
This is supported by the latest “Live Motion” visualization gen-
eration. Moving parts of the block making machine as well 
as the finger car, production pallet storage, and Cuboter are 
animated realistically and in real time.

The personalized access to the system control takes place 
via a transponder or a chip card. A time-controlled automatic 
logout is provided. Data access is defined in an authorization 
concept. With the RFID system, the previous password entry 
is no longer necessary, but can still be used.

The right component for every application

The versatile options of the Masa XL-R 9.1 give the customer 
a wide breadth of possibilities for creativity. To ensure that 
the high-quality products get sensitive handling right up to 
the last second, Decopave also preferred the tried and tested 
Masa components in the subsequent ring plant.

Paver washing unit

The fresh products can run through the Masa paver washing 
unit immediately after production. Fine fractions of the ag-
gregates and the cement films are removed by a combined 

spray and surge process: In the first station two oscillating 
high-pressure jet nozzle arms move over the surfaces for 
washing. The second station consists of a low-pressure jet 
nozzle arm and a gush water tank, which are moved across 
the surface to rinse out the remaining cement particles. The 
last station is equipped with a jet nozzle arm for compressed 
air to blow off the remaining water. The high-quality appear-
ance of the face mix materials is particularly emphasized by 
this three-stage process. This gives the product its character-
istic appearance. The market for such washed-out products is 
booming in South Korea. Paving stones with exciting surfaces 
and a playful look can be found in many places in Seoul and 
other cities. Cut glass or fluorescent grains are often used to 
give the products an individual touch. “Everything that illumi-
nates, are my stones.”, says Mr. Park in a nutshell. Decopave’s 
paving stone production is running at full speed.

Tilting device

For automated quality assurance on the wet side transport, 
the system has a pneumatically driven tilting device so that 
the production pallet can be raised to a defined angle. Prod-
ucts that do not meet the quality requirements slide off the 
production pallet into a waste container due to the inclina-
tion. They can be sorted out before hardening and disposed 
of by the customer or sent to a recycling process. Further-
more, after cleaning the block making machine, any residual 
material that may have remained on the empty production 
pallet can be removed.

The freshly produced stones are transported to the curing 
area via the reliable Masa standard components including a 
walking beam conveyor, elevator, and finger car (16 t load 
capacity with 20 floors and a floor height of 400 mm). The cur-
ing takes place in a curing chamber system from Rotho, which 
has a total capacity for 6400 production pallets (6000 pro-
duction pallets + 1 empty chamber). By means of a finger car, 
buffer finger car, lowerator, and walking beam conveyor the 

Shrouded: The new Masa XL-R concrete block making 
machine awaits commissioning.

Today, the Masa XL-R produces in 3-shift operation.
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cured products are transported to the energy-efficient Masa 
Cuboter, which works fully electrically and reduces operating 
costs. This modern cubing technology, in combination with 
other packaging systems ensures that the final products are 
ready for dispatch.

Transport pallet storage system with a grab

Decopave cubes the end products on transport pallets. Since 
the highest possible degree of automation should also be 
achieved at this point, the system layout provides for an ex-
tensive transport pallet storage system with a grab. The com-
ponent in portal design has a movable lifting / lowering de-
vice with pneumatically driven clamps to hold the transport 
pallets. The drive of the running gear and lifting unit is done 
by frequency-controlled gear motors. Starting from three po-
sitioning stations, the grab places the transport pallet directly 

onto the cube transport. This solution provides Decopave 
with the required time buffer and reduces the need to refill 
the transport pallets accordingly.

Cross transport with grab

The system ring is closed by a proven Masa system: the cross 
transport with grab transports the cleaned and turned pro-
duction pallets back to the block making machine or can 
temporarily store up to 1080 production pallets in stacks in 
designated spaces. With this pallet buffer storage, different 
cycle times on the wet and dry side can be compensated. 
The production and handling side can work independently 
of each other - a big advantage in terms of flexibility within 
the system.

Creative crisis management and future plans

The loading and subsequent shipping of the extensive Masa 
production facility to South Korea began on schedule in Au-
gust 2019. During the assembly phase however, a hurricane 
was brewing, that would affect entire world. The COVID-19 
pandemic had spread across the world since December 
2019. The planned commissioning of the plant for March 
2020 coincided with the first lockdown period in South Korea 
and later in Germany as well. From April 2020, the quarantine 
rules for immigrants have also been tightened. Without ex-
ception, everyone who arrived regardless of nationality, had 
to go into monitored quarantine for 14 days.

To enable a quick start to production, an enormous commit-
ment and extensive cooperation between the two companies 
were made, leading to a solution in a very short time. The re-

Just produced. Masa 3-station washing plant: Fine fractions of the aggre-
gates and the cement films are removed by a combined 
spray and surge process.

A short glimpse: Dry side, cubing area and cross transport.
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Decopave Co., Ltd.
Headquarter Busan:
#301, Pungshin building
Gaegeum-dong, 69 Gayadae-ro,424 beongil
Busanjin-gu, Busan, Republic of Korea 
T +82 51 8319682
www.decopave.co.kr

Plant in Danyang:
#976 Udeok-ri, 102 Danyang-Industriekomplex 2 Ro
Maepo-eup, Danyang-gun, Chungcheongbuk-do, Republic of Korea
T +82 43 4238936

Masa GmbH
Masa-Str. 2
56626 Andernach, Germany
T +49 2632 92920
info@masa-group.com
www.masa-group.com

Masa sponsored the free download 
possibility of the pdf of this article for all 
readers of CPI. Please check the website 
www.cpi-worldwide.com/channels/masa
or scan the QR code with your smartphone 
to get direct access to this website.

FURTHER INFORMATIONsult was coordinating the commissioning primarily via remote 
desktop connection. Only the final commissioning work and 
test runs had to be carried out on site with the Masa team. At 
the end of May 2020, the experienced specialists traveled to 
South Korea again. Decopave took care of entry modalities in 
an exemplary manner; contacting the local health authorities 
and organizing the quarantine-compliant accommodation of 
the commissioning personnel. Daily calls to the authorities 
became routine, as well as checking body temperature and 
using tracking apps. Under strict conditions, with a remark-
able effort and creative solutions on the part of Decopave 
and Masa, the test runs were finally completed successfully. 
Decopave has been manufacturing trend-setting concrete 
products on a large scale since June 2020. Starting with 
1-shift production, the new plant in Danyang is now running 
in 3-shift operation. Since then, more than 5000 m² new con-
crete blocks are produced every day and have been deco-
rating streets, sidewalks, squares, and floors throughout the 
country. “We work on a lot of large projects. For example, we 
supply mega residential parks with our concrete blocks. The 
requirements and specified standards by the municipalities 
are very high, but with our process and with our products we 
can easily meet them,” said Park. He already has clear expan-
sion plans in mind for the future. “The demand for our innova-
tive products is also high outside of Korea. Therefore, efforts 
are being made to expand our growth to other countries to-
gether with our partners from Europe, in particular with Masa 
GmbH from Germany. “ n

High-quality products on their way to further processing. Accurate cubes: The fully electric cubing system is known for 
sensitive handling of concrete products.
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THE BOARD THAT REMAINS:

ASSYX DuroBOARD®  

High quality materials

High precision processing

High competent service
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